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Abstract
A labelled Markov decision process (MDP) is a labelled Markov chain with nondeterminism; i.e.,
together with a strategy a labelled MDP induces a labelled Markov chain. Motivated by applications
to the verification of probabilistic noninterference in security, we study problems whether there exist
strategies such that the labelled MDPs become bisimilarity equivalent/inequivalent. We show that
the equivalence problem is decidable; in fact, it is EXPTIME-complete and becomes NP-complete if
one of the MDPs is a Markov chain. Concerning the inequivalence problem, we show that (1) it is
decidable in polynomial time; (2) if there are strategies for inequivalence then there are memoryless
strategies for inequivalence; (3) such memoryless strategies can be computed in polynomial time.
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1 Introduction

Given a model of computation (e.g., finite automata), and two instances of it, are they
semantically equivalent (e.g., do the automata accept the same language)? Such equivalence
problems can be viewed as a fundamental question for almost any model of computation. As
such, they permeate computer science, in particular, theoretical computer science.

In labelled Markov chains (LMCs), which are Markov chains whose states (or, equivalently,
transitions) are labelled with an observable letter, there are two natural and very well-studied
versions of equivalence, namely trace (or language) equivalence and probabilistic bisimilarity.

The trace equivalence problem has a long history, going back to Schützenberger [18]
and Paz [15] who studied weighted and probabilistic automata, respectively. Those models
generalize LMCs, but the respective equivalence problems are essentially the same. For
LMCs, trace equivalence asks if the same label sequences have the same probabilities in the
two LMCs. It can be extracted from [18] that equivalence is decidable in polynomial time,
using a technique based on linear algebra; see also [21, 5].

Probabilistic bisimilarity is an equivalence that was introduced by Larsen and Skou [14].
It is finer than trace equivalence, i.e., probabilistic bisimilarity implies trace equivalence.
A similar notion for Markov chains, called lumpability, can be traced back at least to the
classical text by Kemeny and Snell [10]. Probabilistic bisimilarity can also be computed in
polynomial time [1, 4, 22]. Indeed, in practice, computing the bisimilarity quotient is fast
and has become a backbone for highly efficient tools for probabilistic verification such as
Prism [13] and Storm [8].
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32:2 Strategies for MDP Bisimilarity Equivalence and Inequivalence

In this paper, we study probabilistic bisimilarity in (labelled) Markov decision processes
(MDPs), which are LMCs plus nondeterminism; i.e., each state may have several actions
(or “moves”) one of which is chosen by a controller, potentially randomly. An MDP and a
controller strategy together induce an LMC (potentially with infinite state space, depending
on the complexity of the strategy). The nondeterminism in MDPs gives rise to a spectrum
of equivalence queries: one may ask about the existence of strategies for two given MDPs
such that the induced LMCs become trace/bisimilarity equivalent, or such that they become
trace/bisimilarity inequivalent. Another potential dimension of this spectrum is whether to
consider general strategies or more restricted ones, such as memoryless or even memoryless
deterministic (MD) ones.

Much of this spectrum has been covered in previous work. It was shown in [6] that
whether there exist (general) strategies such that two given MDPs become trace equivalent
is undecidable. In fact, even whether there exists a strategy such that a given MDP
becomes trace equivalent to a given LMC is undecidable [6, Theorem 3.1]. This points to a
fundamental difficulty when dealing with a general strategy in an MDP: since the strategy
may use unrestricted memory, the induced LMC can have an infinite (countable) state space,
even when the MDP is finite. For this reason it is not a priori clear whether the bisimilarity
equivalence problem, namely whether there exist general strategies such that two given MDPs
become bisimilar, is even decidable.

The problem was “dodged” in [11], where trace and bisimilarity (in)equivalence problems
were covered, but under the explicit assumption of memoryless strategies. There are good
reasons to consider memoryless strategies, particularly their naturalness and simplicity in
implementations, and their connection to interval Markov chains (see, e.g., [9, 3]) and
parametric MDPs (see, e.g., [7, 23]). It was shown in [11, Theorem 19] that the bisimilarity
equivalence problem is NP-complete for memoryless strategies.

It remained open in [11] whether the bisimilarity equivalence problem is decidable for
general strategies, which would be in contrast to the undecidability of the corresponding
trace equivalence problem [6]. There are also good reasons to consider general unrestricted
strategies, primarily their naturalness (in their definition for MDPs) and their generality.
The latter is important particularly for security applications, see below, where an attacker
should be conservatively assumed to be powerful to employ an arbitrary strategy.

As one of our main results, we show that the bisimilarity problem for general strategies is
decidable, in fact, EXPTIME-complete. This high computational complexity means that in
order to induce two bisimilar LMCs in the two given MDPs it is generally necessary to employ
complex strategies, inducing complex behaviours. We also show that the computational
complexity reduces to NP if one of the MDPs is already an LMC.

The challenges of the corresponding bisimilarity inequivalence problems are somewhat
analogous, but the results are opposite. It was shown in [11, Corollary 13] that whether
there are memoryless strategies in two given MDPs that induce nonbisimilar LMCs can
be decided in polynomial time and that such memoryless strategies, if they exist, can be
computed in polynomial time. As our second main result we show that this extends in an
almost ideal way (although the proof is nontrivial): whenever there are general strategies
for inequivalence, there are memoryless ones (and thus can be computed as in [11]). This
means that, very much unlike for equivalence, memoryless strategies suffice for inequivalence,
inducing relatively simple inequivalent LMCs.

Complementing the theoretical nature of these questions, let us mention an application
from the field of security. Noninterference refers to an information-flow property of a program,
stipulating that information about high data (i.e., data with high confidentiality) may not
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leak to low (i.e., observable) data, or, quoting [17], “that a program is secure whenever
varying the initial values of high variables cannot change the low-observable (observable by
the attacker) behaviour of the program”. It was proposed in [17] to reason about probabilistic
noninterference in probabilistic multi-threaded programs by proving probabilistic bisimilarity;
see also [20, 16]. More precisely, probabilistic noninterference is established if it can be
shown that any two states that differ only in high data are probabilistic bisimilar, as then an
attacker who only observes the low part of a state learns nothing about the high part. The
observable behaviour of a multi-threaded program depends strongly on the scheduler, which
raises the question whether bisimilarity holds under some or even under all schedulers [17].
A scheduler in this context amounts to a strategy in the corresponding MDP.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We give preliminaries in Section 2.
In Sections 3 and 4 we prove our results on bisimilarity equivalence and inequivalence,
respectively. We conclude in Section 5. Missing proofs can be found in an appendix.

2 Preliminaries

We write N for the set of nonnegative integers. Let S be a finite set. We denote by
Distr(S) the set of probability distributions on S. For a distribution µ ∈ Distr(S) we write
support(µ) = {s ∈ S | µ(s) > 0} for its support.

A labelled Markov chain (LMC) is a quadruple ⟨S, L, τ, ℓ⟩ consisting of a nonempty set S

of states1, a nonempty finite set L of labels, a transition function τ : S → Distr(S), and a
labelling function ℓ : S → L.

We denote by τ(s)(t) the transition probability from s to t. Similarly, we denote by
τ(s)(E) =

∑
t∈E τ(s)(t) the transition probability from s to E ⊆ S.

An equivalence relation R ⊆ S × S is a probabilistic bisimulation if for all (s, t) ∈ R,
ℓ(s) = ℓ(t) and τ(s)(E) = τ(t)(E) for each R-equivalence class E. Probabilistic bisimilarity,
denoted by ∼, is the largest probabilistic bisimulation.

A (labelled) Markov decision process (MDP) is a tuple ⟨S, Act, L, φ, ℓ⟩ consisting of a
finite set S of states, a finite set Act of actions, a finite set L of labels, a partial function
φ : S × Act 7→ Distr(S) denoting the probabilistic transition, and a labelling function
ℓ : S → L. The set of available actions in a state s is Act(s) = {m ∈ Act | φ(s, m) is defined}.

A path is a sequence ρ = s0m1s1 · · · mnsn such that φ(si, mi+1) is defined and
φ(si, mi+1)(si+1) > 0 for all 0 ≤ i < n. The last state of ρ is last(ρ) = sn. Let Paths(D)
denote the set of paths in D.

A (general) strategy for an MDP is a function α : Paths(D) → Distr(Act) that given a
path ρ, returns a probability distribution on the available actions at the last state of ρ, last(ρ).
A memoryless strategy depends only on last(ρ); so we can identify a memoryless strategy
with a function α : S → Distr(Act) that given a state s, returns a probability distribution on
the available actions at that state.

Given a general strategy α for D, an LMC D(α) = ⟨P, L, τ, ℓ′⟩ is induced, where P ⊆
Paths(D). For ρ ∈ P, we have τ(ρ)(ρmt) = α(ρ)(m)φ(s, m)(t) and ℓ′(ρ) = ℓ(s) where
s = last(ρ) and m ∈ Act(s).

1 We mainly consider LMCs with finitely many states unless otherwise stated.
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Figure 1 The program l := h | l := ¬h as an MDP.

3 Bisimilarity Problems

In this section we consider the bisimilarity problem which, given an MDP and two (initial)
states, asks whether there is a general strategy such that the two states are probabilistic
bisimilar in the LMC induced by the general strategy.

▶ Example 1. Borrowing an example from [17, Section 4], consider the following simple
program composed of two threads, involving a high boolean variable h (high confidentiality)
and a low boolean variable l (observable):

l := h | l := ¬h

The vertical bar | separates two threads. The order in which the threads are executed is
determined by a scheduler. We assume that the variable l becomes visible upon program
termination. Its value will be h or ¬h, depending on whether the left or the right thread
is executed last. The program can be viewed as an MDP as shown in Figure 1. The top
part of each state indicates its name; the bottom part indicates the values of the variables,
as well as the part of the program that is yet to be executed. Different colours indicate
different state labels. The two top states h0, h1 differ in their value of h, but this difference
is not observable; thus, h0, h1 have the same label. The actions m1, m2 available in h0, h1
correspond to the two scheduling options of the program: m1 means that the thread l := h

is scheduled next and m2 means that the thread l := ¬h is scheduled next. The strategy
that in h0, h1 picks one of the two actions uniformly at random induces an LMC in which
h0 and h1 are probabilistic bisimilar. In fact, the bisimilarity equivalence classes under
this strategy are {h0, h1}, {h0m1s0, h1m2s3}, {h0m2s1, h1m1s2}, {h0m1s0m2l1, h1m2s3m1l′

1},
{h0m2s1m1l0, h1m1s2m2l′

0}. Since h0, h1 are probabilistic bisimilar, this memoryless strategy
prevents a leak of the value of h: an attacker who observes l in the end learns nothing
about h.

In this section we show that the bisimilarity problem is EXPTIME-complete. We prove
the upper and lower bound in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.
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3.1 Membership in EXPTIME
To prove that the bisimilarity problem can be decided in EXPTIME, we define and analyse
an auxiliary game, the attacker-defender game. It is a two-person (zero-sum, non-stochastic,
turn-based) game, and is defined from an MDP D = ⟨S, Act, L, φ, ℓ⟩ and a set of states
E1 ⊆ S. The two players are called Defender and Attacker. The intuition (which we will
prove in Proposition 3 below) is that Defender can win the game if and only if there is a
general strategy α for D such that in the LMC induced by α all states in E1 are probabilistic
bisimilar. The attacker-defender game proceeds in rounds 1, 2, . . .. At the beginning of
round 1 the game is in state E1. Suppose at the beginning of round i the game is in state
Ei ⊆ S. Then in round i Defender chooses (and announces publicly)

S′ ⊆ 2S such that for any E ∈ S′ and any s, t ∈ E we have ℓ(s) = ℓ(t) (intuitively,
Defender claims for each E′ ∈ S′ that there is a general strategy such that all states in E′

are probabilistic bisimilar);
a distribution υ ∈ Distr(S′);
for each s ∈ Ei a memoryless strategy (possibly randomised) αs ∈ Distr(Act(s)); and
a function f : Ei × Act × S → S′ with t ∈ f(s, m, t) for all (s, m, t) ∈ Ei × Act × S

such that for all s ∈ Ei and all E′ ∈ S′ we have

υ(E′) =
∑

m∈Act(s)

∑
t∈S s.t. f(s,m,t)=E′

αs(m)φ(s, m)(t) .

If objects with the properties required above do not exist, Defender loses and Attacker wins.
Otherwise, to complete round i, Attacker chooses from S′ a set Ei+1, which is the state of
the game at the beginning of round i+1. If the game goes on forever, Defender wins and
Attacker loses.

Memoryless winning strategies suffice for Defender:

▶ Lemma 2. Given an MDP D = ⟨S, Act, L, φ, ℓ⟩ and a set E1 ⊆ S, if Defender has a
winning strategy for the attacker-defender game, Defender has a memoryless winning strategy,
i.e., a winning strategy that depends only on the current state of the game.

Proof. Recall that the states in the attacker-defender game are sets E ⊆ S. Let Sw ⊆ 2S

denote the set of those E ⊆ S such that starting from E Defender can win the attacker-
defender game. We define a memoryless strategy, σ′, for Defender such that starting from
any E ∈ Sw, all possible successor states are also in Sw. Therefore, using σ′, starting from
any E ∈ Sw, the game remains in Sw indefinitely; i.e., σ′ is a winning strategy for Defender.

Let E ∈ Sw. Then Defender has a (not necessarily memoryless) winning strategy σ

starting from E. According to the rules of the game, in the first round σ chooses various
objects, including S′ ⊆ 2S . Since σ is winning for Defender, Defender has a (not necessarily
memoryless) winning strategy for all E′ ∈ S′, i.e., S′ ⊆ Sw. The memoryless strategy σ′ is
defined so that in E it makes the same choices that σ makes in E in the first round. All
possible successor states are in Sw, as required. ◀

The following proposition establishes the connection between the bisimilarity problem
and the attacker-defender game:

▶ Proposition 3. Given an MDP D = ⟨S, Act, L, φ, ℓ⟩ and a set E1 ⊆ S, Defender has a
winning strategy for the attacker-defender game if and only if there exists a general strategy
α for D such that in the LMC induced by α all states in E1 are probabilistic bisimilar.

CONCUR 2022



32:6 Strategies for MDP Bisimilarity Equivalence and Inequivalence

Proof. ( =⇒ ) Assume Defender can win the attacker-defender game which starts in E1. By
Lemma 2, Defender has a memoryless strategy. Using this memoryless strategy (the objects
chosen by Defender), a general strategy α for the MDP D can be constructed.

Let Pi be a set of paths in D such that for any ρ ∈ Pi we have that ρ begins with a state
s ∈ E1 and the number of states in ρ is i. Let P =

⋃
i≥1 Pi. A path in P can be mapped

to a possible state of the attacker-defender game. Let us define P and such a mapping W

inductively on i as follows:
Base case i = 1. We have P1 := E1. For any state s ∈ E1, it is mapped to the start state
of the game E1, that is, W (s) := E1 for s ∈ E1.
Inductive case when i > 1. For a path ρ′ = ρmt, it belongs to Pi if and only if ρ ∈ Pi−1
and ρ′ ∈ Paths(D). Next, we define W (ρmt) for a path ρmt ∈ Pi. Let s = last(ρ) and
Ei−1 = W (ρ). If Ei−1 is the state at the beginning of some round of the attacker-defender
game, Defender chooses a set S′ ⊆ 2S and a function f : Ei−1 × Act × S → S′ with
t ∈ f(s, m, t) for all (s, m, t) ∈ Ei−1 × Act × S. We define W (ρmt) := f(s, m, t). Since
f(s, m, t) ∈ S′, W (ρmt) may be chosen by Attacker as the new state.

Let i ≥ 1. A path ρ ∈ Pi is mapped to W (ρ), a possible state at the beginning of
round i of the attacker-defender game. It can be shown by induction that Defender has
a winning strategy for W (ρ). We assume that Defender chooses memoryless strategies
αs ∈ Distr(Act(s)) for s ∈ W (ρ). We define the general strategy α : P → Distr(Act) as
α(ρ) := αs where s = last(ρ). We show in the appendix that all states in E1 are probabilistic
bisimilar in the LMC induced by α.

( ⇐= ) We define the notion of an equalisable set. A set E ⊆ S is equalisable if and
only if there is a general strategy such that all states in E are probabilistic bisimilar in the
induced LMC.

Let E ⊆ S be an arbitrary equalisable set. We define a strategy for Defender when the
attacker-defender game is in state E at the beginning of some round.

By definition, there is a general strategy, say αE , such that all states in E are probabilistic
bisimilar in the LMC induced by αE . In the induced LMC, the successor states of any state
of E can be partitioned into probabilistic bisimulation classes, say B1, . . . , Bk where k is a
positive integer. The transition probability distributions υ′ over B1, . . . , Bk from any state
in E are the same, that is, υ′(Bi) =

∑
smt∈Bi

αE(s)(m)φ(s, m)(t) for any 1 ≤ i ≤ k and s ∈ E.

This probability distribution will be the one chosen by Defender. In the LMC induced by
αE , a state ρ ∈ Bi where 1 ≤ i ≤ k, a successor state of s ∈ E, is of the form smt where
m ∈ support(αE(s)) and t ∈ support(φ(s, m)). We define E′

i = {t | s ∈ E ∧ smt ∈ Bi} for
1 ≤ i ≤ k. We are ready to define the objects chosen by Defender when the game is in state
E at the beginning of some round:

S′ =
{

E′
1, . . . , E′

k

}
;

A probability distribution υ over S′ where υ(E′
i) = υ′(Bi) for 1 ≤ i ≤ k;

for any s ∈ E a memoryless strategy αs = αE(s); and
a function f : E × Act × S → S′ such that f(s, m, t) = E′

i for any s ∈ E and smt ∈ Bi.

We verify in the appendix that the objects chosen by Defender satisfy the required
properties. If the game starts with an equalisable set and all the future game states are
equalisable sets, Defender can always choose objects with required properties and hence win
the game. We prove in the appendix that all sets in S′ are equalisable.

As we assume there is a general strategy such that all states in E1 are probabilistic
bisimilar in the induced LMC, E1 by definition is an equalisable set. This completes the
proof. ◀

Now we can prove membership in EXPTIME.
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▶ Lemma 4. The bisimilarity problem is in EXPTIME.

Proof. As EXPTIME equals APSPACE, it suffices to construct a PSPACE-bounded al-
ternating Turing machine M that accepts the bisimilarity problem. By the definition of
alternating Turing machines, the set of control states of M is partitioned into existential
and universal states. There is an existential (respectively, universal) player who controls
the existential (respectively, universal) states, and the player who controls the state of the
current configuration chooses a successor configuration that is consistent with the transition
relation of M . The goal of the existential player is to drive the computation into an accepting
configuration (defined by a special control state), and the goal of the universal player is to
prevent that from happening. If the existential player has a winning strategy, M is said to
accept the input; otherwise M rejects the input.

In our case, the input of M is an MDP D = ⟨S, Act, L, φ, ℓ⟩ and two states s, t ∈ S. We
need to construct M so that the existential player has a winning strategy if and only if there
exists a general strategy α for D such that s and t are probabilistic bisimilar in the induced
LMC D(α). Using Proposition 3, it suffices to construct M so that the existential player has
a winning strategy if and only if Defender has a winning strategy in the attacker-defender
game defined by D and E1 := {s, t}.

We construct M so that it implements the attacker-defender game: the existential
(respectively, universal) player in M takes the role of Defender (respectively, Attacker) in the
attacker-defender game. We have to ensure that M uses only polynomial space. The state of
the attacker-defender game at the beginning of each round consists of a set Ei ⊆ S, which can
clearly be stored in polynomial space. In each round, Defender (i.e., the existential player)
needs to choose a set S′ ⊆ 2S , a distribution υ on S′, memoryless strategies αs for s ∈ Ei,
and a function f . The equations that υ and αs are required to satisfy imply that Defender
can restrict herself to choosing the set S′ as the image of the function f ; then S′ has at most
polynomially many sets of states. Further, Defender can restrict herself to choosing υ and αs

such that the numbers are fractions of integers with polynomially many bits (in particular,
the numbers are rational). Indeed, given S′ and f , there is a linear program of polynomial
size whose solutions are exactly those υ and αs that satisfy, for all s ∈ Ei and all E′ ∈ S′,

υ(E′) =
∑

m∈Act(s)

∑
t∈S s.t. f(s,m,t)=E′

αs(m)φ(s, m)(t) .

So if there exist any υ and αs satisfying these equations, then there also exist rational ones
with polynomially many bits.

Finally, we have to ensure that M enters an accepting configuration when Defender can
win the attacker-defender game (recall that Defender wins the attacker-defender game if
and only if it goes on forever). Using a counter on the tape, we make M enter an accepting
configuration once 2|S| rounds of the attacker-defender game have been played without
Attacker having won. This is justified as follows. If Attacker has a winning strategy for the
attacker-defender game, Attacker also has a winning strategy that guarantees that every set
Ei ⊆ S appears at most once as the state of the game at the beginning of a round. It follows
that if Attacker can win, Attacker can also win in at most 2|S| rounds. ◀

3.2 EXPTIME-Hardness
Recall that in the previous section an intermediate technical notion (attacker-defender games)
was useful to derive the EXPTIME upper bound in the previous section. In this section we
show that the bisimilarity problem is EXPTIME-hard. For this lower bound we leverage
another non-stochastic intermediate tool, namely intersection emptiness of deterministic tree
automata. Let us introduce the required definitions.

CONCUR 2022
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A ranked alphabet Σ is a finite set of symbols such that each symbol a ∈ Σ is associated
with a rank, rank(a) ∈ N\{0}. A tree over Σ is an ordered tree in which each node is labelled
with a symbol a ∈ Σ (we call such a node an a-node) and every a-node has rank(a) children.
Since we exclude symbols of rank 0, a tree over Σ is necessarily infinite. A deterministic
top-down tree automaton (DTTA) is a quadruple A = (Q, Σ, δ, q0) where Q is a finite set
of states, Σ is a ranked alphabet, δ : Q × Σ 7→ Q∗ is a partial transition function with
|δ(q, a)| = rank(a) for all q, a for which δ(q, a) is defined, and q0 ∈ Q is the initial state. A
run of DTTA A on tree t is a labelling of the nodes of t such that the root is labelled with q0
and for every a-node (a ∈ Σ), if it is labelled with q ∈ Q, then its children, read from left to
right, are labelled with δ(q, a). Note that a DTTA has at most one run on any tree. Write
L(A) for the set of trees on which A has a run. Given DTTAs A1, . . . , Ak over the same
ranked alphabet, the intersection nonemptiness problem asks whether

⋂k
i=1 L(Ai) ̸= ∅, i.e.,

whether there is a tree on which every DTTA Ai has a run. A version of this problem, for
finite trees, was proved EXPTIME-hard by Seidl [19]. The version of this problem for DFAs
and finite words is a well-known PSPACE-complete problem [12]. By adapting these proofs
we show:

▶ Lemma 5. The intersection nonemptiness problem is EXPTIME-hard.

We use this result to prove the following lemma.

▶ Lemma 6. The bisimilarity problem is EXPTIME-hard.

Proof. The reduction is from the intersection nonemptiness problem of DTTAs, which by
Lemma 5 is EXPTIME-hard.

Given DTTAs A1, . . . , Ak over the same alphabet, we construct k MDPs D1, . . . , Dk and
show that

⋂k
i=1 L(Ai) ̸= ∅ ⇐⇒ there is a general strategy for each MDP such that the k

initial states in the induced LMCs are probabilistic bisimilar. Later we show how to replace
the k MDPs by two MDPs, proving the statement of the lemma.

Let r be the maximum rank of symbols in the DTTAs. Let Lorder = {1, . . . , r} be a set
of integer labels which is disjoint from the set Σ. Let m be an action different from any
symbol in Σ. For each DTTA Ai = (Qi, Σ, δi, qi

0) where 1 ≤ i ≤ k, we construct an MDP
Di = ⟨Si, Act, Li, φi, ℓi⟩ as follows:

Si := {qj | q ∈ Qi and j ∈ N and 1 ≤ j ≤ r} ∪ {qa | q ∈ Qi and a ∈
Σ and δi(q, a) is defined} ∪ {di} where di is a special sink state only available in Di;
Act := Σ ∪ {m};
Li := Σ ∪ Lorder ∪ {deadlocki} where deadlocki is a special symbol only available in Di;
φi(qj, a) := {qa 7→ 1} for all q ∈ Qi, a ∈ Σ such that δi(q, a) is defined and all 1 ≤ j ≤ r;
φi(qa, m) = {q′j 7→ 1

rank(a) | q′ is the jth symbol in δ(q, a)} for all q ∈ Qi, a ∈ Σ such
that δi(q, a) is defined; φi(qj, m) := {di 7→ 1} for all 1 ≤ j ≤ r and all q ∈ Qi

such that δi(q, a) is not defined for any a ∈ Σ; since di is a sink state, we also have
φi(di, m) := {di 7→ 1};
ℓi(qj) = j for all q ∈ Qi and 1 ≤ j ≤ r; ℓi(qa) = a for all q ∈ Qi and a ∈ Σ such that
δi(q, a) is defined; ℓi(di) = deadlocki.

The initial state of Di is qi
01. Each state q of Qi corresponds to a set of states qj in Di

where the number j represents that q is the jth child. Such a state qj is assigned the label j.
For each q ∈ Qi and a ∈ Σ such that δi(q, a) is defined, we also have a state qa in Di. Such
a state qa is assigned the label a. There is a special sink state di for each MDP Di. The set
of actions is the same for all MDPs while each MDP Di has a special label deadlocki which
is used to label the sink state di. Since the only states in the MDPs that may have multiple
actions are those qj states where q is a state in the automata and j is a number, we only
need to specify the general strategy upon reaching those states.
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a0

a1 a2

qi
0

q1 q2

· · · · · ·

MDP Di qi
01 1

a0 a′
0

qi
0a0 a0

m

qi
0a′

0a′
0

m

· · · · · · · · ·q11 1

a1 a′
1

q1a1a1

m

q1a′
1a′

1

m

q22 2

a2

q2a2 a2

m

di deadlocki

m

m

· · · · · · · · ·

1

1
2

1
2

1

1 1 1 1

1

Figure 2 Consider a DTTA Ai with rank(a0) = 2, δ(qi
0, a0) = q1q2 and {(qi

0, a′
0), (q1, a′

1)} ⊆
support(δ). On the right, there is the MDP Di corresponding to the DTTA Ai. If δ(q2, a2) is defined
in the DTTA Ai, the state q22 of Di has a single action a2 taking it to the state q2a2. Otherwise, if
δ(q2, a2) is undefined in the DTTA Ai, the state q22 of Di has a single action m taking it to the
deadlock state di (see the dashed transitions). The labels of the states of Di are written next to the
states in orange. The left shows a part of a run of the DTTA Ai on an ordered tree over Σ, that is,
a labelling (in orange) of q ∈ Qi on the nodes of the tree. This run corresponds to a deterministic
general strategy (highlighted in green) of the MDP Di on the right.

We show in the appendix that
⋂k

i=1 L(Ai) ̸= ∅ if and only if there is a general strategy
αi for each MDP Di such that the k initial states in the induced LMCs are probabilistic
bisimilar. See Figure 2 for an illustration.

It remains to replace the k MDPs D1, . . . , Dk by two MDPs. Specifically, we construct
D′

1 = ⟨S′
1, Act, L1, φ′

1, ℓ′
1⟩ and D′

2 = ⟨S′
2, Act, L′

2, φ′
2, ℓ′

2⟩ so that the following property holds:
there is a general strategy D1, . . . , Dk respectively such that the k initial states in the induced
LMCs are probabilistic bisimilar ⇐⇒ there is a general strategy for D′

1 and D′
2 respectively

such that the two initial states in the induced LMCs are probabilistic bisimilar.
We distinguish the two cases: k ≥ 2 and k = 1. When k = 1, for any general strategy,

the initial state in the induced LMC is trivially probabilistic bisimilar with itself.
If k ≥ 2, as shown in Figure 3, the initial state s1 of the MDP D′

1 has a single action
m taking it to the initial state q1

01 of D1 with probability one, while the initial state s2 of
the MDP D′

2 has a single action m taking it to the initial states of D2, . . . , Dk with equal
probabilities, that is,

S′
1 = S1 ∪̇ {s1}, φ′

1(s, a) =
{

φ1(s, a) if (s, a) ∈ support(φ1)
{q1

01 7→ 1} if s = s1 and a = m

and ℓ′
1(s) =

{
ℓ1(s) if s ∈ S1
1 if s = s1;

S′
2 =

⋃̇
i∈{2,...,k}Si ∪̇ {s2}, L′

2 =
⋃̇

i∈{2,...,k}Li,
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s1 1

m

q1
01 1

MDP D′
1

MDP D1

· · · · · ·· · ·

s2 1

m

q2
01 1 · · · qk

0 11

MDP D′
2

MDP D2 MDP Dk

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

1 1
k−1

1
k−1

Figure 3 Case k ≥ 2. Two MDPs D′
1 = ⟨S′

1, Act, L1, φ′
1, ℓ′

1⟩ and D′
2 = ⟨S′

2, Act, L′
2, φ′

2, ℓ′
2⟩ are

constructed using the k MDPs D1, . . . , Dk.

φ′
2(s, a) =

{
φi(s, a) if (s, a) ∈ support(φi) where i = 2, . . . , k

{qi
01 7→ 1

k−1 | i = 2, . . . , k} if s = s2 and a = m

and ℓ′
2(s) =

{
ℓi(s) if s ∈ Si where i ∈ {2, . . . , k}
1 if s = s2.

Consider the two MDPs D′
1 and D′

2. Assume that there is a general strategy αi for D′
i

where i ∈ {1, 2} such that s1 and s2 are probabilistic bisimilar in the induced LMCs. We
define a general strategy for each MDP Di as follows: the general strategy for D1 maps each
path ρ in D1 to α1(s1mρ) and the general strategy for Di where i > 1 maps each path ρ in Di

to α2(s2mρ). We have that the k initial states in the induced LMCs are probabilistic bisimilar.
For the other direction, assume there is a general strategy αi for Di where i ∈ {1, . . . , k}
such that the k initial states in the induced LMCs are probabilistic bisimilar. Since both s1
and s2 only have a single available action m, s1 and s2 can be made probabilistic bisimilar
by the following general strategies: the strategy for D′

1 maps a path s1mρ, where ρ is in D1,
to α1(ρ) and the strategy for D′

2 maps a path s2mρ, where i > 1 and ρ is in Di, to αi(ρ). ◀

Lemmas 4 and 6 imply the main result of this section:

▶ Theorem 7. The bisimilarity problem is EXPTIME-complete.

3.3 The Bisimilarity Problem for an LMC and an MDP
We consider the subproblem when one MDP is restricted to be an LMC, that is, given an
LMC and an MDP, and two states from the LMC and the MDP respectively, whether there
exists a general strategy for the MDP to make these two states probabilistic bisimilar.

In general, memoryless strategies do not suffice for the problem. Consider the example in
Figure 4. For the MDP on the left, the general strategy which in state s alternates between
the two actions m1 and m2 witnesses that s and t are probabilistic bisimilar in the induced
LMC. However, no memoryless strategy can make s and t probabilistic bisimilar.

s
m2m1

s1 s2
1 1

1 1

t t1 t′ t2
1 1 1

1

Figure 4 In this MDP no memoryless strategy witnesses s ∼ t.

We show that this problem is NP-complete.
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▶ Lemma 8. The bimilarity problem for an LMC and an MDP is in NP.

Proof. Given an LMC M = ⟨S1, L, τ, ℓ1⟩, an MDP D = ⟨S2, Act, L, φ, ℓ2⟩, and two states
s1 ∈ S1 and s2 ∈ S2, we decide whether there is a general strategy α for D such that s1 and
s2 are probabilistic bisimilar in the LMC M ⊕ Dα.

Consider the attacker-defender game defined in terms of the MDP M ⊕ D and the set
{s1, s2}. According to Lemma 2 and Proposition 3, it suffices to check whether Defender has
a memoryless winning strategy for the attacker-defender game.

Without loss of generality, assume that the LMC M is a quotient LMC, that is, no two
states in S1 are probabilistic bisimilar, and all states in S1 are reachable from s1. Each state
s ∈ S1 corresponds to a game state and we have |S1| game states. We guess the following
components of a winning strategy for Defender:

For each state s ∈ S1, guess a set of states Es ⊆ S2. Intuitively, Defender claims that
there is a general strategy such that all states in Es are probabilistic bisimilar with s. Let
Sw be the set of all the Es sets. Let E′

s = {s} ∪ Es be the game state which corresponds
to the state s. The state s2 is in Es1 , and is also in E′

s1
.

For each E ∈ Sw, guess a function fE : E × Act × S2 → Sw with v ∈ fE(u, m, v) for all
(u, m, v) ∈ E × Act × S2.

In the game state E′
s where s ∈ S1, the probability distribution υ over the successor

game states is determined by the probability transition function of the LMC M, that is,
υ(Et) = τ(s)(t) for all t ∈ S1 where Et ∈ Sw is the set of states which Defender claims can
be made probabilistic bisimilar with t.

For each Es ∈ Sw and each u ∈ Es, a memoryless strategy αu
s ∈ Distr(Act(u)) can be

characterised by numbers xs,u,m where m ∈ Act(u) such that xs,u,m = αu
s (m). We write x̄ for

the collection (xs,u,m)s∈S1,u∈Es,m∈Act(u). Checking whether there is a memoryless winning
strategy for Defender amounts to a feasibility test of the following linear program: ∃x̄ such
that

xs,u,m ≥ 0 for all s ∈ S1, u ∈ Es, m ∈ Act(u);∑
m∈Act(u) xs,u,m = 1 for all s ∈ S1, u ∈ Es;

τ(s)(t) =
∑

m∈Act(u)
∑

v∈S2 s.t. fEs (u,m,v)=Et
xs,u,mφ(u, m)(v) for all s, t ∈ S1 and u ∈ Es.

Hence, this can be decided in polynomial time. ◀

NP-hardness follows from a reduction from the Subset Sum problem. The reduction is
similar to [11, Theorem 19]. Given a set P = {p1, . . . , pn} where P ⊆ N and N ∈ N, Subset
Sum asks whether there exists a set Q ⊆ P such that

∑
pi∈Q pi = N . Subset Sum is known

to be NP-complete [2].

▶ Lemma 9. The bimilarity problem for an LMC and an MDP is NP-hard.

By combining Lemma 8 and Lemma 9 we get:

▶ Theorem 10. The bimilarity problem for an LMC and an MDP is NP-complete.

4 Bisimilarity Inequivalence Problem

In this section, we consider the bisimilarity inequivalence problem which, given an MDP and
two initial states, asks whether there is a general strategy such that in the induced LMC the
two states are not probabilistic bisimilar.
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▶ Example 11. Consider again the 2-threaded program and MDP from Example 1 and
Figure 1. This time we take the view of an eavesdropper. The memoryless strategy that, in
h0 and h1, chooses action m1 with probability 0.4 and action m2 with probability 0.6 induces
an LMC in which h0 and h1 are not probabilistic bisimilar. Thus, if the eavesdropper has
control over the scheduling and chooses a suitable strategy, they can glean information about
the value of h. In this sense, the bisimilarity inequivalence problem can be viewed as the
problem whether a program is safe from such information leaks, even if an adversary controls
the scheduler.

▶ Example 12. In general, a single memoryless strategy does not suffice for the bisimilarity
inequivalence problem. Consider the MDP in Figure 5. The general strategy which in state

s

t

u

m1

m2

x

y

1

1

1

1

1

1

Figure 5 In this MDP no memoryless strategy witnesses s ̸∼ t.

u selects the action m1 after seeing the path su and selects the action m2 after seeing the
path tu witnesses that s and t are not probabilistic bisimilar in the induced LMC. However,
given any memoryless strategy, s and t are probabilistic bisimilar in the induced LMC.

We write ρ[α] for the state ρ in the LMC Dα induced by a strategy α. In the following, we
show that if there is a general strategy such that s and t are not probabilistic bisimilar in
the induced LMC, there are memoryless strategies σ and τ such that s[σ] and t[τ ]2 are not
probabilistic bisimilar. These two memoryless strategies are not necessarily the same and
they can be combined to form a general witnessing strategy for the bisimilarity inequivalence
problem. Take the MDP in Figure 5 as an example. Although no single memoryless strategy
witnesses the probabilistic bisimilarity inequivalence of s and t, with the memoryless strategies
σ and τ where σ(u) = m1 and τ(u) = m2, we have that s[σ] and t[τ ] are not probabilistic
bisimilar.

A partition of the states S is a set X consisting of pairwise disjoint subsets E of S

with
⋃

E∈X = S. Recall that φ(s, m)(s′) is the transition probability from s to s′ when
choosing action m. Similarly, φ(s, m)(E) =

∑
s′∈E φ(s, m)(s′) is the transition probability

from s ∈ S to E ⊆ S when choosing action m. We write φ(s, m)(X) to denote the probability
distribution (φ(s, m)(E))E∈X . We define φ(s)(X) = {φ(s, m)(X) : m ∈ Act(s)}, which is a
set of probabilistic distributions over the partition X when choosing all available actions of s.

Abusing the notation slightly, for a memoryless strategy α we write α(s)(s′) for
the transition probability from s to s′ in the LMC induced by α, that is, α(s)(s′) =∑

m∈Act(s) α(s)(m)φ(s, m)(s′). Similarly, the transition probability from s to E ⊆ S in the
LMC induced by a memoryless strategy is α(s)(E) =

∑
s′∈E α(s)(s′) and the probability

distribution on a partition X is α(s)(X) =
(
α(s)(E)

)
E∈X

.
The assumption that for two states s, t we have s[σ] ∼ t[τ ] for all general strategies σ and

τ has consequences on s, on t, and on their successors, as detailed in the following lemma.

2 Here s and t are paths of length 1.
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▶ Lemma 13. Let s, t ∈ S with s[σ] ∼ t[τ ] for all general strategies σ and τ .
1. For all general strategies σ and τ , we have s[σ] ∼ s[τ ] and t[σ] ∼ t[τ ];
2. For all successors u of s and all general strategies σ and τ , we have u[σ] ∼ u[τ ].

Given an MDP D = ⟨S, Act, L, φ, ℓ⟩, define a superbisimulation relation to be any
equivalence relation R ⊆ S × S such that (s, t) ∈ R if and only if ℓ(s) = ℓ(t) and α(s)(X) =
α(t)(X) for all memoryless strategies α where X = S/R. The union of superbisimulations
is a superbisimulation. Let superbisimilarity ≈D be the largest superbisimulation, i.e., the
union of all superbisimulations. The subscript D can be omitted if it is clear from the context.
We write s ≈ t if (s, t) ∈ ≈.

Let S̄ := S × {0, 1}. We define an MDP D̄ = (S̄, Act, L, φ̄, ℓ̄) where φ̄
(
(s, i)

)
(m)

(
(t, i)

)
=

φ(s, m)(t) for all s, t ∈ S, i ∈ {0, 1} and m ∈ Act and ℓ̄
(
(s, i)

)
= ℓ(s) for all (s, i) ∈ S̄. The

MDP D̄ is basically made up of two disjoint copies of the original MDP D.
The following lemma is a counterpart to Lemma 13. It spells out consequences of the

assumption that (s, 0) and (t, 1) are superbisimilar in D̄.

▶ Lemma 14. Let s, t ∈ S with (s, 0) ≈D̄ (t, 1).
1. Let R be any superbisimulation that contains

(
(s, 0), (t, 1)

)
. For any successor (u, 0)

of (s, 0), there exists a successor (v, 1) of (t, 1) such that
(
(u, 0), (v, 1)

)
∈ R. Simil-

arly, for any successor (v, 1) of (t, 1), there exists a successor (u, 0) of (s, 0) such that(
(u, 0), (v, 1)

)
∈ R. In other words, any successor of (s, 0) is superbisimilar with some

successor of (t, 1) and vice versa.
2. We have (s, 1) ≈D̄ (t, 0), (s, 0) ≈D̄ (s, 1) and (t, 0) ≈D̄ (t, 1).

The following theorem, whose proof is based on Lemmas 13 and 14, is the main technical
result of this section. It provides a superbimilarity-based characterisation of s and t being
bisimilar under all general strategies.

▶ Theorem 15. For all s, t ∈ S, we have (s, 0) ≈ (t, 1) ⇐⇒ ∀ general strategies σ, τ : s[σ] ∼
t[τ ].

Proof. ( ⇐= ) Let S′ = {s ∈ S | ∀ general strategies σ, τ : s[σ] ∼ s[τ ]} and S̄′ = {(s, i) ∈
S̄ | s ∈ S′}.

Let R := {
(
(s, i), (t, j)

)
∈ S̄ × S̄

)
| ∀ general strategies σ, τ : s[σ] ∼ t[τ ]}.

Firstly, R is an equivalence relation on S̄′:

R ⊆ S̄′ × S̄′: Assume for all general strategies σ, τ : s[σ] ∼ t[τ ]. By Lemma 13, we have
that s[σ] ∼ s[τ ] and t[σ] ∼ t[τ ] for all general strategies σ and τ . Both s and t are in S′,
hence, (s, i), (t, i) ∈ S̄′ for all i ∈ {0, 1}.
R is reflexive. (trivial)
R is symmetric. (trivial)
R is transitive. (trivial)

By Lemma 13, all successors of a state s ∈ S′ in the MDP D are in S′, hence, all successors
of a state (s, i) ∈ S̄′ are in S̄′. Let D̄′ be the sub-MDP of D̄ that contains S̄′ and all the
transitions between S̄′.

To show that (s, i) ≈ (t, j) for any
(
(s, i), (t, j)

)
∈ R, we show that R is a superbisimulation

of D̄′. The details can be found in the appendix.
( =⇒ ) Let S′ = {s | ∃(t, 1) such that (s, 0) ≈ (t, 1)}. Define a relation R =

{(s, t) | (s, 0) ≈ (t, 1)} on S′. By Lemma 14, R is an equivalence relation. Let X = S′/R.
By Item 1 of Lemma 14, all successors of a state in S′ are in S′. Let D′ be the sub-MDP

that contains S′ and all the transitions between S′. Let σ, τ be two arbitrary general
strategies of D′.
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Let R′ = {(ρ1[µ1], ρ2[µ2]) | ρ1, ρ2 are paths in D′,
(
last(ρ1), last(ρ2)

)
∈ R and µ1, µ2 ∈

{σ, τ}} be a relation on the states of the LMC D′
σ ⊕ D′

τ , the disjoint union of the induced
LMCs D′

σ and D′
τ .

Since R is an equivalence relation, it is not hard to see that R′ is also an equivalence
relation. We show in the appendix that R′ is a probabilistic bisimulation on the states of the
LMC D′

σ ⊕ D′
τ .

For any (s, 0) ≈ (t, 1), we have (s[σ], t[τ ]) ∈ R′, and hence, s[σ] and t[τ ] are probabilistic
bisimilar in the LMC D′

σ ⊕ D′
τ . Since σ and τ are arbitrary general strategies for D′ and the

sub-MDP D′ has all the available actions and successors of S′ from D, we have s[σ] ∼ t[τ ]
for all general strategies σ and τ for D. ◀

By Theorem 15, to decide whether there exist general strategies σ and τ such that
s[σ] ̸∼ t[τ ], it suffices to decide whether (s, 0) ̸≈ (t, 1), which can be done by running [11,
Algorithm 2] on the MDP D̄. This partition refinement algorithm is polynomial-time and
the relation computed is superbisimilarity. By [11, Theorem 12, Corollary 13], if two states
s and t are not superbisimilar, we can compute in polynomial time a memoryless strategy
that witnesses s ̸∼ t. Since the two states (s, 0) and (t, 1) are from two disjoint MDPs, if
(s, 0) ̸≈ (t, 1), we can also compute in polynomial time two memoryless strategies σ and
τ that witness (s, 0)[σ] ̸∼ (t, 1)[τ ], equivalently (s)[σ] ̸∼ (t)[τ ]. Hence we have proved the
following theorem.

▶ Theorem 16. The bisimilarity inequivalence problem is in P. For any positive instance of
the problem, there are memoryless strategies σ and τ such that s[σ] ̸∼ t[τ ]. Further, for any
positive instance of the problem, we can compute in polynomial time memoryless strategies σ

and τ that witness s[σ] ̸∼ t[τ ].

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have settled the decidability and complexity of the bisimilarity equivalence
and inequivalence problems of MDPs under general strategies. Let us review the key technical
steps.

We have proved that bisimilarity equivalence is decidable, albeit with a high, EXPTIME,
computational complexity. For the EXPTIME upper bound we have provided a reduction
to a non-stochastic two-player game, the attacker-defender game, which can be decided
in EXPTIME. For the EXPTIME lower bound we have provided a reduction from the
intersection emptiness problem for deterministic tree automata, which we have shown to be
EXPTIME-hard. Further, we have obtained NP-completeness for the case that one of the
MDPs is a Markov chain.

We have also shown that the bisimilarity inequivalence problem has much lower computa-
tional complexity, as it can be decided in polynomial time. This extends an earlier result
that the corresponding inequivalence problem for memoryless strategies is in P. The key
novel technique we have developed here is the notion of superbisimilarity, whose definition is
similar to bisimilarity but with a different quantification over strategies.
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A Proofs of Section 3

▶ Proposition 3. Given an MDP D = ⟨S, Act, L, φ, ℓ⟩ and a set E1 ⊆ S, Defender has a
winning strategy for the attacker-defender game if and only if there exists a general strategy
α for D such that in the LMC induced by α all states in E1 are probabilistic bisimilar.

Proof. ( =⇒ ) We show in the following that all states in E1 are probabilistic bisimilar in
the LMC induced by α defined in the main text.

Given the MDP D and the general strategy α, an LMC D(α) = ⟨P, L, τα, ℓα⟩ is induced.
To show that all states in E1 are probabilistic bisimilar in the LMC D(α), we show that for
any two states ρ1 and ρ2 of D(α), if ρ1, ρ2 ∈ P and W (ρ1) = W (ρ2), we have ρ1 ∼ ρ2. It
suffices to show the relation ∼W ⊆ P × P defined by ρ1 ∼W ρ2 if and only if W (ρ1) = W (ρ2)
is a probabilistic bisimulation.

Let ρ1, ρ2 ∈ P be two states in the LMC D(α) and E = W (ρ1) = W (ρ2) be a state at the
beginning of some round of the attacker-defender game. Let s1 = last(ρ1) and s2 = last(ρ2).
We have ℓα(ρ1) = ℓ(s1) = ℓ(s2) = ℓα(ρ2) since s1, s2 ∈ E and all states in E have the
same label. Defender has a winning strategy for E and we assume that she chooses a set
S′ ⊆ 2S , a distribution υ on S′, and a function f . Consider a set E′ ∈ support(υ). By
definition of ∼W , for all ρ1m1t1, ρ2m2t2 ∈ P such that W (ρ1m1t1) = W (ρ2m2t2) = E′ we
have ρ1m1t1 ∼W ρ2m2t2. We also have

υ(E′)

=
∑

m1∈Act(s1)

∑
t1∈S s.t. f(s1,m1,t1)=E′

αs1(m1)φ(s1, m1)(t1)

[property satisfied by υ]

=
∑

m1∈Act(s1)

∑
t1∈E′

α(ρ1)(m1)φ(s1, m1)(t1)

=
∑

m1∈Act(s1)

∑
t1∈E′

τα(ρ1)(ρ1m1t1). [definition of τα]

=
∑

ρ1m1t1∈Pi+1 and t1∈E′

τα(ρ1)(ρ1m1t1).

Similarly, we have υ(E′) =
∑

ρ2m2t2∈Pi+1 and t2∈E′

τα(ρ2)(ρ2m2t2).

Thus, the relation ∼W is a probabilistic bisimulation. Consider any state s ∈ P1 of D(α).
We have W (s) = E1, it concludes that all states in E1 are probabilistic bisimilar.

https://doi.org/10.4230/LIPIcs.CONCUR.2019.14
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( ⇐= ) We verify that the objects chosen by Defender satisfies the required properties.
For all s ∈ E and all E′

i ∈ S′ where 1 ≤ i ≤ k we have

υ(E′
i)

= υ′(Bi)

=
∑

smt∈Bi

αE(s)(m)φ(s, m)(t)

=
∑

smt∈Bi

αs(m)φ(s, m)(t)

=
∑

m∈Act(s)

∑
t∈S s.t. f(s,m,t)=E′

i

αs(m)φ(s, m)(t) .

If the game starts with an equalisable set and all the future game states are equalisable
sets, Defender can always choose objects with required properties and hence win the game.
It remains to show that all sets in S′ are equalisable. Consider the probabilistic bisimulation
class Bi which is used to construct E′

i ∈ S′. We define a general strategy αi for any path
that starts with a state t ∈ E′

i. Let ρ be such a path. We define αi(ρ) := αE(smρ) where
s ∈ E and smt ∈ Bi. Basically, after going along the path ρ, the general strategy αi plays
as αE(smρ). The LMC induced by the general strategy αi can be seen as part of the LMC
induced by αE where a state ρ in the former LMC corresponds to the state smρ in the latter.
That is, a state t ∈ E′

i in the LMC induced by αi corresponds to a state smt ∈ Bi in the
LMC induced by αE . Since all states in Bi are probabilistic bisimilar in the LMC induced
by αE , all states in E′

i in the LMC induced by αi are also probabilistic bisimilar. ◀

▶ Lemma 5. The intersection nonemptiness problem is EXPTIME-hard.

Proof. We give a polynomial-time reduction from the problem of acceptance of a word by
a PSPACE-bounded alternating Turing machine. Let M = (P∃, P∀, Γ, ∆, p0, pacc, prej) be
a PSPACE-bounded alternating Turing machine, where P = P∃ ∪ P∀ is the finite set of
(control) states partitioned into existential states P∃ and universal states P∀, and Γ is the tape
alphabet, and ∆ ⊆ P × Γ × P × Γ × {−1, +1} is the transition relation, and p0, pacc, prej ∈ P

are the initial, accepting, rejecting state, respectively. A transition (p, a, p′, a′, d) ∈ ∆ means
that if M is in state p and its read-write head reads letter a, then M rewrites the contents
of the current cell with the letter a′, moves the head in direction d (either left if d = −1, or
right if d = +1), and changes its state to p′. Such a transition is called outgoing from (p, a).
We assume that for all (p, a) ∈ P × Γ there is at least one outgoing transition, and for all
(p, a) ∈ P∀ × Γ there are exactly two outgoing transitions. A configuration of M is given by
the current state p ∈ P , the tape content (from Γ∗), and the position of the head. If the
current state p is existential, i.e., p ∈ P∃, and the head reads a ∈ Γ, then the existential
player picks a transition that is outgoing from (p, a). Similarly for the universal states and
the universal player. Starting from an input word w ∈ Γ∗ on the tape, strategies of the
two players define a computation, i.e., a sequence of configurations. It is the goal of the
existential player to form a computation that reaches pacc; the goal of the universal player
is to avoid this. We can assume that all computations reach either pacc or prej and no
configuration is repeated before that (this is achieved, e.g., using a counter on the tape), and
after reaching pacc or prej the control state no longer changes. If the existential player has a
strategy to reach pacc no matter what strategy the universal player uses, then we say that M

accepts w. Since APSPACE = EXPTIME, there is a (fixed) PSPACE-bounded alternating
Turing machine, say M = (P∃, P∀, Γ, ∆, p0, pacc, prej), such that it is EXPTIME-complete to
decide if it accepts a given input word.

CONCUR 2022
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Let w ∈ Γn be the input word. The Turing machine M uses only space polynomial in n,
say N . We construct, in polynomial time, DTTAs A0, . . . , AN such that

⋂N
i=0 L(Ai) ̸= ∅ if

and only if M accepts w. To do so, we encode a strategy of the existential player by a tree
whose branches encode the computations that are consistent with the existential player’s
strategy; the strategy of the universal player effectively chooses one branch in the tree, which
encodes the computation defined by both players’ strategies. We want to construct DTTAs
A0, . . . , AN so that

⋂N
i=0 L(Ai) contains exactly those trees that encode a winning strategy

of the existential player. Each Ai ensures some aspect of correctness of such strategy trees;
when Ai encounters a problem with a tree, it uses the partiality of its transition function δ

so that it does not have a run on that tree.
The trees consist of blocks of the form a1 · · · am−1#am · · · aN p, which encode a config-

uration. Here, a1 · · · aN ∈ ΓN is the tape content, the position of the symbol # indicates
the position of the head (reading am), and p ∈ P is the current control state. As ranked
alphabet we take Σ = Γ ∪ {#} ∪ P (we can assume this is a union of disjoint sets), where all
symbols have rank 1, except those in P∀, which have rank 2. As a result, a p-node at the
end of a block, where p ∈ P∃, has one child, which starts another block encoding a successor
configuration. Similarly, if p ∈ P∀, then the node has two children, both of which start
another block encoding successor configurations.

We construct, in polynomial time, DTTA A0 so that it ensures that the input tree starts
with #w1 · · · wn␣ · · · ␣p0, encoding the initial configuration of M ; here w = w1 · · · wn is the
input word, which is followed by N − n blank symbols ‘␣’. DTTA A0 also ensures that
prej occurs nowhere in the tree. It also ensures that the blocks, which encode configurations
as described above, are well-formed in that each of them consists of N symbols from Γ, a
single occurrence of # in front of one of the symbols from Γ, and a p ∈ P at the end.

Let i ∈ {1, . . . , N}. We construct, in polynomial time, DTTA Ai so that it ensures the
following properties for all blocks in the input tree.

If the symbol # precedes the ith symbol from Γ in the block, say a, and the block ends
with p ∈ P∃ and, in the directly following block, the symbol # precedes the (i + d)th
symbol (i ∈ N) from Γ in the block and the ith symbol from Γ in the block is a′ and the
block ends with p′ ∈ Γ, then (p, a, p′, a′, d) ∈ ∆.
If the symbol # precedes the ith symbol from Γ in the block, say a, and the block ends
with p ∈ P∀ and (p, a, p1, a1, d1), (p, a, p2, a2, d2) ∈ ∆ are the two outgoing transitions
from (p, a) (we assume that these two transitions are ordered in some way), then in the
left (respectively, right) successor block the symbol # precedes the (i+d1)th (respectively,
(i + d2)th) symbol from Γ and the ith symbol from Γ in the block is a1 (respectively, a2)
and the block ends with p1 (respectively, p2).
If the symbol # does not precede the ith symbol from Γ in the block, say a, then the ith
symbol from Γ in the (either one or two) directly following block(s) is also a.

In this way,
⋂N

i=0 L(Ai) contains exactly those trees that encode a winning strategy of the
existential player. ◀

▶ Lemma 6. The bisimilarity problem is EXPTIME-hard.

Proof. We show in the following that
⋂k

i=1 L(Ai) ̸= ∅ if and only if there is a general strategy
αi for each MDP Di such that the k initial states in the induced LMCs are probabilistic
bisimilar.

( =⇒ ) Assume
⋂k

i=1 L(Ai) ̸= ∅. Let t be an ordered tree over Σ in the intersection⋂k
i=1 L(Ai). There is a deterministic general strategy αi for each MDP Di corresponding to

t. An example of a deterministic general strategy of an MDP corresponding to a run tree is
given in Figure 2.
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We define a function fi which maps a path starting from the root of the run tree of Ai (t
labelled with states of Ai) to a path in the MDP Di:

fi(a) = qi
01 where the root of the tree t is an a-node (the root of t is labelled with qi

01);
fi(xa) = fi(x)last(x)(qlast(x))m(q′j) where x ∈ Σ+, a ∈ Σ, q ∈ Qi, l is a number and
ql = last(fi(x)), a is the jth child of its parent and is labelled with q′ ∈ Qi.

For a path x ∈ Σ+ of t, fi(x) is a path in Di which ends with a state of the form qj where
q ∈ Qi and j is a number. We now define the deterministic general strategy αi for the MDP
Di. For a path ρ in the MDP Di, we have

αi(ρ) =


a if fi(x) = ρ for a path x ∈ Σ+ of the tree t and a = last(x)
m if last(ρ) is of the form qia where qi ∈ Qi and a ∈ Σ
m′ otherwise, m′ is an arbitrary available action of last(ρ)

Every state in the induced LMC Di(αi) corresponds to a tree path. The states ρ in the
induced LMC Di(αi), where last(ρ) is of the form qij such that qi ∈ Qi and j is a number,
correspond to the tree path x such that fi(x) = ρ. The states ρa(qia) where qi ∈ Qi and
a ∈ Σ in the induced LMC Di(αi) correspond to the tree path x such that fi(x) = ρ. Let
P be the union of the states of the induced LMCs. Let R ⊆ P × P be a relation in which
(ρ, ρ′) ∈ R if and only if either (1) there exist a tree path x ∈ Σ+ and i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k} such
that fi(x) = ρ and fj(x) = ρ′ or (2) both states correspond to the same tree path and
last(ρ) (respectively, last(ρ′)) is of the form qa where q ∈ Qi for some i and a ∈ Σ. In case
(1), we have the pairs of states ρ and ρ′ in the induced LMCs where last(ρ) (respectively,
last(ρ′)) is of the form qj where q ∈ Qi for some i and j is a number. We can show that the
relation R is a probabilistic bisimulation. Hence, the initial states qi

01 of the LMCs Di(αi)
are probabilistic bisimilar.

( ⇐= ) Assume that there is a general strategy αi for each MDP Di such that the k

initial states in the induced LMCs are probabilistic bisimilar. Since the general strategies are
possibly randomised, there might be multiple trees embedded in each of the induced LMC.
We extract one common tree from these LMCs. We will then show that this tree witnesses
the intersection nonemptiness of the k DTTAs as there is a run on this common tree for
every DTTA Ai.

Let us prioritise the symbols in Σ such that each symbol has a different priority. In the
following, we show how to obtain an ordered tree ti for the MDP Di level by level. The
process is similar to the construction of the LMC induced by the general strategy αi. We
first add the initial state qi

01 (it is also a path with only one state) to the tree and make it
the root of the tree. We call this node qi

01. For every node ρ in the tree without children,
we assign a symbol from Σ to it and add the children as follows. Since the LMCs induced
by the general strategies are probabilistic bisimilar, there is no state in the LMCs labelled
with deadlocki. For a node ρ in the tree, we have that last(ρ) is of the form qj where q is a
state in the DTTA Ai and j is a number. The strategy αi over the path ρ is a distribution
over the set support(αi(ρ)) ⊆ Acti(qj), a subset of the available actions at qj. Let a ∈ Σ
be the one with the highest priority in support(αi(ρ)) and now make the node ρ an a-node.
From now on, we only consider paths in the MDP Di with prefix ρa(qa) and discard all the
other paths with prefix ρ. The strategy αi on the path ρa(qa) is a Dirac distribution on
the only available action m. Each of the rank(a) successor of the path ρa(qa) is of the form
ρa(qa)m(q′j′), which is then added as the j′th child of the node ρ. The tree is infinite and is
over Σ.

For all the MDPs, the ordered tree constructed in the above way is the same. The nodes
have the same symbols from Σ. We label each node ρ in ti with q ∈ Ai, where qj = last(ρ).
It is not hard to verify that this labelling of the tree ti is a run of the DTTA Ai on ti. Thus,
the tree is in the intersection of the languages of the DTTAs. ◀

CONCUR 2022
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▶ Lemma 9. The bimilarity problem for an LMC and an MDP is NP-hard.

Proof. Given an instance of Subset Sum ⟨P, N⟩ where P = {p1, . . . , pn} and N ∈ N, we
construct an MDP D; see Figure 6. Let T =

∑
pi∈P pi. In the MDP, state s transitions to

state si with probability pi/T for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Each state si has two available actions, each
transitions to sa and sb by taking the action mi and m′

i, respectively. State t transitions to
t1 and t2 with probability N/T and 1 − N/T , respectively. All the remaining states have
only one available action transitioning to the successor state with probability one. States sb

and tb have label b and all other states have label a.
It suffices to consider memoryless strategies in the MDP constructed since the only states

that we need to specify a strategy are the si states and there is only one path from s to any
of the si state.

s

s1 · · · sn

m1

m′
1 mn

m′
n

sa sb

p1
T

pn

T

1

1

t

t1 t2

ta tb

N
T 1 − N

T

1 1
1

1

Figure 6 The MDP D in the reduction for NP-hardness of the bisimilarity problem. All states
have the same label a except sb and tb which have label b.

Next, we show that ⟨P, N⟩ ∈ Subset Sum if and only if there exists a general strategy α

such that s and t are probabilistic bisimilar in the induced LMC Dα.
Intuitively, making si probabilistic bisimilar with t1 simulates the membership of pi in

Q. Conversely, making si probabilistic bisimilar with t2 simulates the membership of pi in
P \ Q.

( =⇒ ) Let Q ⊆ P be the set such that
∑

pi∈Q pi = N . Let α be an memoryless
deterministic strategy such that if pi ∈ Q then α(si) = mi and α(si) = m′

i otherwise. It is
clear that in the induced LMC, all states si where pi ∈ Q are probabilistic bisimilar with t1
and all the other states are probabilistic bisimilar with t2. Since

∑
pi∈Q pi = N , s and t are

probabilistic bisimilar in the induced LMC.
( ⇐= ) Assume there is a memoryless strategy α such that s and t are probabilistic

bisimilar in the induced LMC Dα. We have t1 ̸∼ t2. Let S1 be the set of successor states
of s that are probabilistic bisimilar to t1. Then,

∑
si∈S1

pi

T = τ(s)(S1) = τ(t)(t1) = N
T . Let

Q = {pi ∈ P | si ∈ S1}. We have Q ⊆ P be the set such that
∑

pi∈Q pi = N . ◀

B Proofs of Section 4

▶ Lemma 13. Let s, t ∈ S with s[σ] ∼ t[τ ] for all general strategies σ and τ .
1. For all general strategies σ and τ , we have s[σ] ∼ s[τ ] and t[σ] ∼ t[τ ];
2. For all successors u of s and all general strategies σ and τ , we have u[σ] ∼ u[τ ].
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Proof.
1. Assume for all general strategies σ, τ : s[σ] ∼ t[τ ]. Since bisimulation is an equivalence

relation, we have that for all general strategies σ, τ : s[σ] ∼ s[τ ]. Similarly, we have
t[σ] ∼ t[τ ] for all general strategies σ and τ .

2. Assume s[σ] ∼ t[τ ] for all general strategies σ and τ . By Item 1, we have s[σ] ∼ s[τ ] for
all general strategies σ and τ . Assume there exist a successor u of s and general strategies
σ, τ such that u[σ] ̸∼ u[τ ].
Let σ′ be a general strategy that in s takes an action m to reach u with positive chance
in the first step and plays the strategy σ once u is reached, that is, φ(s, m)(u) > 0,
σ′(s)(m) = 1 and σ′(smρu) = σ(ρu) where ρu is any path starting with u.
Let τ ′ be the same general strategy as σ′ except that it plays the strategy τ once u is
reached, that is, τ ′(ρ) = σ′(ρ) for any path ρ ̸= smρu and τ ′(smρu) = τ(ρu) where ρu is
any path starting with u.
In the LMCs Dσ′ and Dτ ′ , for all the other successor states v of s in D where v ≠ u, we
have smv[σ′] ∼ smv[τ ′]. However, since smu[σ′] ̸∼ smu[τ ′], we have s[σ′] ̸∼ s[τ ′], which
contradicts that s[σ] ∼ s[τ ] holds for all general strategies σ and τ . ◀

▶ Lemma 14. Let s, t ∈ S with (s, 0) ≈D̄ (t, 1).
1. Let R be any superbisimulation that contains

(
(s, 0), (t, 1)

)
. For any successor (u, 0)

of (s, 0), there exists a successor (v, 1) of (t, 1) such that
(
(u, 0), (v, 1)

)
∈ R. Simil-

arly, for any successor (v, 1) of (t, 1), there exists a successor (u, 0) of (s, 0) such that(
(u, 0), (v, 1)

)
∈ R. In other words, any successor of (s, 0) is superbisimilar with some

successor of (t, 1) and vice versa.
2. We have (s, 1) ≈D̄ (t, 0), (s, 0) ≈D̄ (s, 1) and (t, 0) ≈D̄ (t, 1).

Proof. Assume (s, 0) ≈ (t, 1).
1. Let R be a superbisimulation such that

(
(s, 0), (t, 1)

)
∈ R. Let X = S̄/R. For a

contradiction, assume for a successor of (s, 0), say (u, 0), there exists no successor (v, 1)
of (t, 1) such that

(
(u, 0), (v, 1)

)
∈ R. Then, (u, 0) is in an equivalence class E ∈ X

in which there are no successors of (t, 1). Let α be a memoryless strategy such that
α

(
(s, 0)

)(
(u, 0)

)
> 0. We have α

(
(s, 0)

)
(E) > 0 = α

(
(t, 1)

)
(E), which contradicts that(

(s, 0), (t, 1)
)

∈ R.
2. If (s, 0) ≈ (t, 1) then, by symmetry, (s, 1) ≈ (t, 0).

Let R = {
(
(s, i), (s, i)

)
| s ∈ S ∧ i ∈ {0, 1}} ∪ {

(
(s, 0), (s, 1)

)
,
(
(s, 1), (s, 0)

)
| ∃t ∈

S such that (s, 0) ≈ (t, 1)}. To show (s, 0) ≈ (s, 1) and (t, 0) ≈ (t, 1), it suffices to show
that R is a superbisimulation.
Firstly, note that R is an equivalence relation.
For any

(
(s, i), (s, j)

)
∈ R, clearly we have ℓ̄

(
(s, i)

)
= ℓ̄

(
(s, j)

)
. Let X = S̄/R. It remains

to show that for all
(
(s, i), (s, j)

)
∈ R it holds that α

(
(s, i)

)
(X) = α

(
(s, j)

)
(X) for all

memoryless strategies α. Assume
(
(s, i), (s, j)

)
∈ R. If i = j, it is trivially true. Otherwise,

j = 1 − i. There must exist a state t ∈ S such that (t, j) ≈ (s, i). For any successor (u, i)
of (s, i), by Item 1, there is some successor (v, j) of (t, j) such that

(
(u, i), (v, j)

)
∈ R.

Thus, for all successors (u, i) of (s, i),
(
(u, i), (u, j)

)
is in R and (u, i), (u, j) are in the same

equivalence class in X. Thus, we have α
(
(s, i)

)
(X) = α

(
(s, j)

)
(X) for all memoryless

strategies α.
Hence, R is a superbisimulation. ◀

▶ Theorem 15. For all s, t ∈ S, we have (s, 0) ≈ (t, 1) ⇐⇒ ∀ general strategies σ, τ : s[σ] ∼
t[τ ].
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Proof. ( ⇐= ) To show that (s, i) ≈ (t, j) for any
(
(s, i), (t, j)

)
∈ R, it suffices to show that

R is a superbisimulation of D̄′.
Let α be an arbitrary memoryless strategy for D̄′. We define a relation Rα =

{
(
(s, i), (t, j)

)
∈ S̄′ × S̄′ | (s, i)[α] ∼ (t, j)[α]}. Then, Rα is a probabilistic bisimulation

on S̄′ and Xα = S̄′/Rα
is the set of probabilistic bisimulation classes.

Next, we show R = Rα. It is obvious that R ⊆ Rα. To show Rα ⊆ R, we assume(
(s, i), (t, j)

)
∈ S̄′ × S̄′ and (s, i)[α] ∼ (t, j)[α]. Since (s, i) ∈ S̄′, we have (s, i)[α] ∼ (s, i)[σ]

for all general strategies σ. Similarly, we have (t, j)[α] ∼ (t, j)[τ ] for all general strategies τ .
Since probabilistic bisimulation is transitive, we have (s, i)[σ] ∼ (s, i)[α] ∼ (t, j)[α] ∼ (t, j)[τ ]
for all general strategies σ and τ .

Let X = S̄′/R. We have Xα = S̄′/Rα = S̄′/R = X. Let
(
(s, i), (t, j)

)
∈ R. We have(

(s, i), (t, j)
)

∈ Rα and α
(
(s, i)

)
(X) = α

(
(s, i)

)
(Xα) = α

(
(t, j)

)
(Xα) = α

(
(t, j)

)
(X). Since

α was arbitrary, R is a superbisimulation of D̄′.
( =⇒ ) We show that the relation R′ defined in the proof in the main text is a probabilistic

bisimulation on the states of the LMC D′
σ ⊕ D′

τ .
Let X ′ be the partition of the states of the LMC D′

σ ⊕ D′
τ with respect to R′. Let

(ρ1[µ1], ρ2[µ2]) ∈ R′ with last(ρ1) = s and last(ρ2) = t. To show R′ is a probabilistic
bisimulation on the states of the LMC D′

σ ⊕ D′
τ , it suffices to show that (1) ρ1[µ1] and ρ2[µ2]

have the same label; (2) the probability distributions over X ′ from ρ1[µ1] and from ρ2[µ2]
are the same.

Since (ρ1[µ1], ρ2[µ2]) ∈ R′, we have (s, 0) ≈ (t, 1). It follows that ρ1[µ1] and ρ2[µ2] have
the same label. Furthermore, we have α1(s)(X) = α2(t)(X) for all memoryless strategies α1
and α2 for D. Let α1(s) = µ1(ρ1), α2(t) = µ2(ρ2). The successors of (ρ1[µ1] ((ρ2[µ2]) can be
partitioned with respect to R′ and each class can be identified by a set E ∈ X. We define
E1 = {ρ1mu[µ1] | m ∈ Act(s) ∧ u ∈ E}, which is the set of successors of ρ1[µ1] corresponding
to E. Similarly, define E2 = {ρ2mu[µ2] | m ∈ Act(t) ∧ u ∈ E}, which is the set of successors
of ρ2[µ2] corresponding to E. We have that the transition probability from ρ1[µ1] to E1
is

∑
m∈Act(s) µ1(ρ1)(m)φ(s, m)(E1), which is equal to α1(s)(E). Similarly, the transition

probability from ρ2[µ2] to E2 is
∑

m∈Act(t) µ2(ρ2)(m)φ(t, m)(E2), which is equal to α2(t)(E).
Thus, the probability distribution over X ′ from ρ1[µ1] is equal to that from ρ2[µ2], and we
conclude that R′ is a probabilistic bisimulation on the states of the LMC D′

σ ⊕ D′
τ . ◀
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